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Summary

In many irrigation schemes, farmers are autonomous in decision making regarding

cropping patterns. Some allocation rules currently used in such schemes share water
according to what farmers cultivate but then permit an interaction among farmers’
choices, whose outcome may be described as a Nash equilibrium. Such rules are com-
pared with other existing and potential rules, when farmers differ in their individual

abilities to create value from water. A model simulating the Nash equilibrium asso-
ciated with farmers’ cropping choices reproduces the overcropping pattern observed
in an irrigation scheme in Tunisia and makes possible the recommendation of better

allocation rules.
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1. Introduction

In many irrigation schemes, the demand for water is greater than the supply
allowed by the available infrastructure, mainly because farmers can afford to
pay the operating costs but not the capital costs necessary to build new infra-
structure. Moreover, in many of these schemes, farmers differ in their ability
to create value from a given amount of water. Because of the shared nature of
water as a resource or the presence of high transaction costs, the allocation of
water among farmers is not made in a market place, but rather according to a
collectively formulated rule. In reality, the allocation rule often allows
farmers some room for manoeuvre with regard to the area they decide to
cultivate. A combination of four factors can account for this freedom of
choice. First, in some schemes, each farmer has a formal right to a given
share of the total water available and can decide by himself what proportion
of his land to irrigate. Second, in places where water is collectively owned, (i)
the information costs regarding the farmers’ ability to create value from water
may be high, (ii) water scarcity may be a recent phenomenon and the alloca-
tion rule may have not been amended in keeping with it, or (iii) the rule may
benefit some farmers who manage to block any proposed changes in it.
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Some of the allocation rules that allow farmers the choice of what propor-
tion of their farms to cultivate create interdependences among farmers. In
other words, the area one farmer chooses to cultivate will affect the amount
of water obtained by the other farmers. Hereafter, such rules will be called
ex post rules, because the allocations are decided after farmers’ choices. For
example, in some irrigation schemes in central Tunisia, an ex post allocation
rule consists in a collective arbitration mechanism, which gives priority to
market gardening over winter crops. Other allocation rules that do not
create any interdependence are referred to here as ex ante rules, because the
allocations are known before farmers’ choices. For instance, a rule specifying
that each farmer should receive a given share of the total volume of water,
regardless of the actual area he cultivates, is an ex ante rule.
At first sight, ex post rules will create a non-co-operative game among

farmers such that the result of the strategic interactions will usually not be
a Pareto-optimal solution. Nevertheless, these rules are rather common: of
23 small-scale irrigation schemes studied by Schlager et al. (1994) in the
Philippines, 30 per cent use a water turn system without any time limitation,
i.e. creating interdependences, and 56 per cent use one that does not create
any interdependence, either with a time-based allocation or with an allocation
based on a proportion of the flow.
The purpose of this paper is to analyse under what circumstances such rules

creating interdependences are able to create value in the whole scheme, given
the setting described in the opening paragraph; that is, in cases where (i) the
demand for water is greater than its supply, (ii) water is allocated centrally by
a Manager, (iii) farmers differ in their ability to create value from water and
(iv) farmers can choose what proportion of their farm area to cultivate. It is
assumed that the Manager does not know the ability of each farmer. If the
Manager knew the farmers’ abilities, he would be able to allocate water so
as to create the maximum total value and subsequently effect transfers
among farmers so as to meet equity objectives.
Previous papers have compared the efficiency of different allocation rules.

On the one hand, some studies have used applied models to compare differ-
ent allocation rules, but without any change in the cropping pattern. Steiner
and Walter (1992) compared the efficiency of allocation rules with different
degrees of seepage losses in the canals. They found that an ex ante rule
creates the greatest value as long as the technical efficiency of distribution
is above a given threshold. For an efficiency lower than this threshold, an
ex post rule that gives priority to upstream farmers leads to a better total
created value. Small and Rimal (1996) also used an applied model to com-
pare the outcome of different rules, but they based their model on different
levels of water scarcity, for a given degree of heterogeneity among users
created by seepage losses. They focused especially on one rule that will
not be discussed here except to say that it aims to minimise conveyance
losses. They showed that this rule produces results that are close to those
of the rule that aims to maximise total value, especially at high levels of
water scarcity.
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On the other hand, other papers have used simple game theoretical models
for looking at the strategic interactions among players, but they have adopted
fixed payoff matrixes and hence have failed actually to describe and compare
the different possible allocation rules. For instance, Baland and Platteau
(1999) studied a common pool resource dilemma in a fishery using an
ex postmechanism. They showed that wealth heterogeneity raises the propen-
sity for rich members to co-operate whilst lessening the incentive for poor
members to do so. Hence, depending on the shape of the production function
and the parameters of the game, greater heterogeneity may lead to a decrease
in collective action but may also lead to an increase, as Olson contended it
would in his seminal analysis (Olson, 1965).
This paper tries to combine the two approaches, by both taking into

account farmers’ strategic choices and describing different allocation and
taxation rules, first in a theoretical model, and then with an applied model
based on simple but realistic agricultural production functions. Dayton-
Johnson (2000a, 2000b) analysed the congruency between rules for sharing
maintenance costs and water allocation rules, with farmers being free to
choose how much to contribute to maintenance. Nevertheless, his models
do not allow a direct comparison of the efficiency of different pairings of
allocation and taxation rules. In fact, the size of the literature describing
and analysing the efficiency of allocation rules when strategic behaviour is
taken into account is much smaller than the entire literature that studies
strategic behaviour given different cost-sharing rules (e.g. Moulin, 1988).
Finally, even though the question asked here focuses on allocation rules in

an irrigation scheme, it is in fact valid for all common pool resources for
which individual profit depends on an initial individual investment, for exam-
ple, in fisheries (Platteau and Seki, 1998).
This study is twofold. First, a theoretical model compares the results of

different allocation rules. The outcome of the strategic interactions between
farmers is represented at the Nash equilibrium, which is unique given the
theoretical setting. A revelation mechanism can lead to the optimal created
value in the scheme, but the taxes levied through this mechanism are not
necessarily sufficient to pay the water provision costs. The comparison of
different possible rules shows that ex post rules can lead to a satisfactory
total created value if the group is heterogeneous, but will often lead to
large differences in farmers’ profits. This problem of equity can be solved if
the ex post rule is coupled with a high tariff, with the revenue collected
from taxes being redistributed to meet an equity objective. On the whole,
the ex post rules can sometimes be considered as efficient because they
function as an indirect revelation mechanism.
Second, in the context of a small-scale irrigation scheme in Tunisia, the

actual ex post allocation rule is compared with other possible ones through
an empirical analysis. An algorithm is used to model the Nash equilibrium
associated with farmers’ choices regarding the areas cultivated for a given
ex post rule. The rule in use turns out to create less value than both an
ex ante rule and an alternative ex post one.
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The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical setting.
The optimal allocation rule is also characterised when there is no information
asymmetry (Section 3). Section 4 deals with the situation where the Manager
knows only the total distribution of abilities. A revelation mechanism is
defined, then different possible allocation rules are characterised and com-
pared with one another, in relation to group heterogeneity. Finally, a compar-
ison is made between existing and other potential allocation rules in the case
of a Tunisian irrigation scheme (Section 5). Section 6 concludes.

2. The theoretical setting

Here we consider an irrigation scheme made up of a set I ¼ f1; . . . ; ng
farmers. The overall process starts with the Manager announcing the given
management rules that will be used: a water allocation function and a
monetary transfer function. The same functions will be used to calculate
the water allocations and the fees for all farmers, but their values will differ
from one farmer to another, depending on what farmers grow. The total
available volume V of water that will be shared among farmers is exogenous
and already known. Then, all farmers simultaneously choose the area they
want to cultivate. In the cases where the Manager uses an ex post allocation
rule, such a setting can be described as a non-co-operative game: the water
received by each farmer depends on other farmers’ farming choices, hence
each farmer will independently and simultaneously make an assumption
about other farmers’ choices in order to decide what to crop. Once the
Manager knows the areas under various crops, he can decide on individual
water shares and calculate the fee that each farmer will pay. Finally, water
is distributed to farmers and payments are made.
At farmer level, all farmers cultivate the same crop. The yield r of this crop,

expressed in monetary unit per hectare, is a strictly increasing and concave
function C1 of the overall water used. The overall scarcity context entails
that it is not necessary to take into account the part of the yield function
corresponding to large volumes of water applied per hectare, which may be
constant or even decreasing.
It is assumed that each farmer decides to plant an area si requiring irriga-

tion. Furthermore, a maximum area sm can be cultivated. It is assumed that
the farmer does not receive any profit from the uncropped land ðsm � siÞ.
Each farmer will obtain a fraction Vi of the overall volume of available
water, V , and will distribute it evenly over the area si he has chosen.1 The
farmer also pays inputs costs k:si that are assumed to be proportional to
the area he cultivates. These costs do not include water costs. Finally, let ai
be an individual coefficient that represents the farmer’s capacity to create
value from water, a capacity that reflects such variables as his technical
knowledge or the soil quality of his field. Moreover, it is assumed that each

1 Hereafter, upper case Vi denotes the fraction of the global volume allotted to an individual farmer

and lower case vi denotes the volume applied per hectare on his farm.
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farmer has a distinct ability coefficient: the set I ¼ f1; . . . ; ng is then ordered
so that ðaiÞi2 I is strictly decreasing in I. The value of the production achieved
per hectare is airðVi=siÞ. Hence, the farmer’s surplus will be si½airðVi=siÞ � k�.
It is also assumed that, for all farmers, a minimum amount of water is
necessary to cover input costs: 8i 2 I, airð0Þ < k.
Finally, there are also some water production costs that are assumed to be

linear with volume; w0 denotes the water production costs per unit of volume.
Let g be a function defined by gðuÞ ¼ rðuÞ � ur0ðuÞ, with gð�1Þ being the inverse
function of g (well defined as r is strictly increasing and concave). Each farmer
is assumed to maximise his revenue. If a farmer knows from the onset that he
will obtain a certain volume V0, he will plant an area s�i . Then, provided
s�i � sm, he will apply a given volume per hectare v�i ¼ gð�1Þðk=aiÞ whatever
the value of V0 (see proof in Appendix 1). In the Introduction, it was assumed
that farmers could afford to pay water production costs. Hence, we assume
here that every farmer receives a positive revenue for this optimal volume
per hectare, if he has to pay for water production costs. Thus, if the farmer
wants to use the entire volume allotted to him ðV0 � smv

�
i Þ,

�i ¼
V0

v�i
½airðv�i Þ � k� � w0V0 > 0:

Consequently, we assume that

8i 2 I; air

�
gð�1Þ

�
k

ai

��
> w0g

ð�1Þ
�

k

ai

�
þ k: ð1Þ

At the scheme level, in order to allocate water and to levy fees, the Manager
knows the total available volume V and the areas cultivated by each farmer
ðsiÞi2 I. In Section 3 below, it is assumed that the Manager knows the coeffi-
cient of value creation for every farmer, whereas in Section 4 this assumption
is restricted: the Manager knows only the global distribution without being
able to assess the ability of any given farmer. It is also assumed that a
farmer is influenced by other farmers’ choices only through the total area
under cultivation. In other words, farmer i’s choice si will not depend on
the ðn� 1Þ vector ðs1; . . . ; si�1; siþ1; . . . ; snÞ but simply on the total area
S ¼

P
i2 I si. Besides, we consider a scheme where the number of farmers is

large enough so that it is possible to consider si � S.
A common function f is used to define the allocation of water to each farmer.

A farmer i receives an amount of water that depends on the parameters
described above: Vi ¼ f ðai; si;SÞV. The only constraint necessary to define
such a function is that it should comply with the global constraint on the
available water:

P
i2 I f ðai; si;SÞ � 1. For instance, f ðai; si;SÞ ¼ si=S, or

f ðai; si;SÞ ¼ 1=N.
A common monetary transfer function is defined with the same arguments.

Each farmer i pays a sum ti ¼ tðai; si;SÞ, which can be either a fee paid to the
Manager or a transaction made on a market. In the latter case, this summight
be negative. With such a setting, an allocation or monetary transfer rule will
create an interdependence among farmers, hence lead to a game setting and be
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of the ex post type, if and only if S is used to calculate the value of the
function. Besides, although the input costs remain the responsibility of each
farmer, the Manager must pay the water production costs. Hence, the func-
tion t must satisfy a global budgetary constraint,

P
i2 I ti � w0

P
i2 I Vi.

In such a context, farmer i’s choice of area is the solution of the decision

Max
si

�i ¼ si

�
air

�
f ðai; si;SÞV

si

�
� k

�
� tðai; si;SÞ ð2Þ

such that si � sm.
Henceforth, we distinguish between the profit of a farmer, which is net of

taxes, and the created value, which is not.
The Manager is assumed to maximise the value created in the whole

scheme: � ¼ �1 þ � � � þ �n.
Finally, in this paper, the efficiency of a rule is defined as its ability to create

value in the whole scheme (the equity impacts of a rule will not be part of the
formal model being proposed here and will be discussed only qualitatively).
Two different situations are analysed. The first one relates to the case where

the Manager knows all farmers’ abilities. The following section shows that, in
this case, the potential maximum of created value can be attained. In the
second situation, analysed in Section 4, the Manager knows only the global
distribution of individual parameters. In such a case, the Manager can still
write his objective function as a sum of individual profit functions, even if
he is not able to link a given index to a specific farmer.
There is no point in studying the case where the Manager has no informa-

tion on the ability coefficients (and thus not even the distribution of para-
meters) because then he does not know the individual profit functions,
which are based on the ability coefficients. Because his own objective function,
�, is the sum of these individual profit functions, the Manager cannot calcu-
late the function he has to maximise. He cannot then compare the results of
different possible management rules. In such a situation, as well as in the
previous ones, an alternative would be to set up a market, but its nature
would be very different from the management functions studied here.

Proposition 1. A market can attain the potential maximum created value for the
whole scheme.

This proposition is demonstrated in Appendix 2. However, markets are not
commonly used, as (i) water may not be considered as a tradable good
(Gillingham, 1999), (ii) water rights may not be sufficiently defined in legal
terms or may not be recognised by the State (Bédoucha, 1984), or (iii) the
associated transaction costs may be too high (Garrido, 2000).

3. The Manager knows all farmers’ abilities

Here the Manager is assumed to know all the farmers’ coefficients. Through
the use of dissuasive taxes, he can dictate the area cultivated by each farmer.
In such a case, the Manager can achieve the maximum of created value in the
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scheme. The Manager’s decision problem is

Max
si ;Vi

X
i2 I

si

�
air

�
Vi

si

�
� k

�
� w0Vi ð3Þ

such that
P

Vi � V and 8i 2 I, si � sm.

Proposition 2. When the Manager knows each individual’s capacity, he can
differentiate two groups of farmers in order to reach the maximum total created
value:

. Farmers 1 to q cultivate the entire area they own. The pivotal farmer q and the
coefficient � are defined by the two equations aqg½ðr0Þð�1Þð�=aqÞ� ¼ k and
V ¼ sm

Pq
i¼1 ðr

0Þð�1Þð�=aiÞ.
. No cropping is undertaken by farmers qþ 1 to n.

This is shown in Appendix 3. Henceforth, the water allocation described in
this proposition will be called the ‘optimal allocation’.
Another possible allocation consists in giving water to only the most compe-

tent farmer.With the assumption of equation (1), whatever the total volumeV,
the profit is positive after having paid water production costs. Because the
optimal allocation gives a better collective profit than this one, the profit for
optimal allocation is positive. Besides, here the Manager can impose all
variables: there is no strategic interaction between farmers. In some rare
irrigation schemes, the water allocation depends indeed on the potential for
creation of value. In some irrigation schemes managed by users’ associations
in Colombia, for instance, the areas that farmers can cultivate depend on soil
characteristics (Vermillion and Garces-Restrepo, 1996).

4. The Manager knows only the distribution of farmers’

abilities

Here we assume that the Manager knows the global distribution of the farm-
ers’ abilities, although he is not able to ascribe a precise value to each farmer.
This is all the more possible when the farmers’ abilities do not change and the
Manager succeeds in obtaining information about the farmers’ capacities year
after year. For example, he may have constructed a farm typology based on a
partial survey. As the Manager does not know the ability of a given farmer,
the management functions are now of the form f ðsi;SÞ and tðsi;SÞ.
We assume that the outcome of the strategic interactions, when farmers

choose the area to plant, can be represented by a Nash equilibrium. Let
~ssiðSÞ be farmer i’s reaction function, i.e. the area he chooses if he assumes
that the total area cultivated will be S. Then, let ~SS ¼

P
i2 I si ¼ FðSÞ.

Faysse (2001) shows that, with some realistic constraints on f and t, F is
continuous and decreasing. From assumption (1), Fð0Þ > 0. Furthermore,
we can assume that, if every farmer cultivates his entire area, at least one
farmer will not be satisfied and will want to grow less: FðnsmÞ < nsm. Then,
using a fixed point theorem, there is a unique Nash equilibrium.
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The Manager will choose the allocation and taxation rules that maximise
the created value, given the constraint that farmers’ choices correspond to a
Nash equilibrium and the two constraints on the management functions f
and t. The Nash equilibrium is represented as a constraint of equilibrium
between the strategic choices of all farmers:

8i 2 I si ¼ Arg Max si

�
air

�
f ðsi;SÞV

si

�
� k

�
� tðsi;SÞ

such that si � sm, where, as defined above, S ¼
P

i si. Hence, the Manager
solves the following problem:

Max
f ;t

X
i2 I

�
si

�
air

�
f ðsi;SÞV

si

�
� k

�
� tðsi;SÞ

�
ð4Þ

such that

8i 2 I si ¼ Arg Max si

�
air

�
f ðsi;SÞV

si

�
� k

�
� tðsi;SÞ for si � sm

X
i

f ðsi;SÞ � 1

X
i

tðsi;SÞ � w0

X
i

f ðsi;SÞV :

For the Manager, the knowledge of the distribution of farmers’ abilities is
sufficient to solve this problem.
In such a context, it is possible to design a revelation mechanism that will

attain the best total added value (Section 4.1). However, transaction costs or,
more importantly, the Manager’s failure to cover operating costs with the
revenue from fees may pose problems in setting up such a mechanism. More-
over, it is not possible to solve equation (4) in such a general setting. Hence,
different existing and possible rules are described and analysed (Section 4.2).
The theoretical setting is nevertheless too general to provide a basis for compar-
ing these different rules. Hence, Section 4.3 presents an example with a given
production function and a given representation of farmer homogeneity. Such
choices lead to a greater specificity, and the results provide a good understand-
ing of the consequences of each rule and how they compare with each another.
It shows how a Manager, who knows both the production function and the
distribution of abilities, can compare the results of different management rules.

4.1. A revelation mechanism

As before, the Manager still needs to meet the constraints on volume and
budget. However, the overall process is slightly different from the one
presented in the previous subsection. The Manager will allocate water and
tax the farmers according to the ability coefficients they choose to announce.
It is shown that, for a given couple of functions, it is possible to achieve the
optimum of value creation. Such an optimum could not be achieved with a
revelation mechanism based on farmers’ choice of area under crop. Indeed,
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the Manager would not then be able to differentiate between farmers who put
their entire surface sm under crops, but who should receive different amounts
of water depending on their ability coefficient, so as to attain the optimum of
value creation.
As the Manager knows the distribution of coefficients, he can calculate the

coefficient aq of the pivotal farmer q for the optimal allocation, as well as the
Lagrangian multiplier � associated with the constraint

P
i f ðsi;SÞ � 1 in the

programme (3) of the optimal allocation. The value of q and � are defined by
the equations of Proposition 2. The Manager is going to build the mechanism
around this pivot farmer, q. He will use these two coefficients, aq and �, so as
to obtain the optimal allocation, i.e. a situation where all farmers whose
coefficient is lower than that of the pivot farmer q eventually do not crop any-
thing, and those with a higher coefficient put all their arable land under crops.
The revelation mechanism is designed as follows. First, the Manager

announces the functions frð~aaÞ and trð~aaÞ that will be used to allocate water
and tax each farmer depending on the coefficient ~aa the latter chose to declare.
The functions are based on the following principles. Each farmer can choose
to declare a coefficient ~aa lower than aq, q being the pivot farmer for optimal
allocation. The Manager will then require him not to crop, will not give
him any water and will not tax him. If the farmer chooses to declare a coeffi-
cient ~aa greater than or equal to aq, then the Manager will require him to put
his whole land sm under crop. Moreover, in this second case, the volume
granted by the Manager and the tax levied will depend on the coefficient
announced, with the following functions:

frð~aaÞ ¼
si
V

ðr0Þð�1Þ
�
�

~aa

�
ð5Þ

trð~aaÞ ¼ si

�
~aa:r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

~aa

��
�
ðai
aq

r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

u

��
du

�
: ð6Þ

Second, once all farmers know the functions used for allocation and taxation,
they announce the coefficient they want to declare to the Manager and crop
either nothing or the whole area, depending on the coefficient they announced.
Finally, the Manager gathers all the announcements, allocates water and

taxes the farmers. In such a context, each farmer can decide either to
announce a coefficient lower than aq, grow nothing and pay nothing—his
profit will be nil—or to declare a coefficient greater than aq and plant an
area sm. In the latter case, he will choose his announcement ~aai by maximising
the following pay-off:

Max
~aai

�i ¼ sm

�
air

�
frð~aaiÞV

si

�
� k

�
� trð$aiÞ: ð7Þ

such that �i � 0.

Proposition 3.With the functions (fr, tr), each farmer announces his true ability
coefficient ai. The revelation mechanism defined by (fr, tr) achieves the optimum
for creation of value.
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However, the revelation mechanism can be implemented only if the water
production costs can be paid:

Xq
i¼1

trðaiÞ � w0V :

A proof of this proposition is given in Appendix 4.
The profit per farmer is thus zero for i > q and, for i � q,

�ðaiÞ ¼ sm

ðai
aq

r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

u

��
du:

Figure 1 depicts the set of all possible contracts, i.e. the origin O and the curve
C belonging to the plan (s ¼ sm). C is the set of points ½ frðaiÞ; trðaiÞ� when i
takes all values in the subset of I corresponding to s ¼ sm. The ‘curve’ C is
monotonic, as the volume per hectare v�i is decreasing in i (compare Appendix
3). The set of points C and the origin O describe both the revelation mechan-
ism and the optimal allocation.
Usually, a revelation mechanism does not attain the first-best optimum

because it has to give a rent to the most competent farmers to induce
them to reveal their type, and this rent is detrimental to the Manager. Here,
the rent does not prevent the attainment of the maximal created total
value.
However, in this model, there is no guarantee that the taxes levied by the

Manager satisfy
Pq

1 trðaiÞ > w0V . In some cases, the rent system necessary
to induce farmers to reveal their type will not be adequate for collecting
enough money to pay water production costs. In such circumstances the
revelation mechanism cannot be used.
It is also possible to design a tax equivalent to the revelation mechanism,

thanks to the taxation principle (Guesnerie, 1995). In the situation described

Figure 1. Set fOg [ C of the optimal allocation, with C contained in plan (s ¼ sm).
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here, a single pair of allocation and taxation functions based only on the area
cultivated would not be sufficient, as it would not be able to separate farmers
who cultivate their entire arable area. One must, therefore, let farmers choose
both the area and the volume of water they want to use, and tax them accord-
ing to these choices.

Proposition 4. It is possible to build a taxation function �ðs;VÞ, which allows the
achievement of the maximum of created value. The taxation function is defined
as follows:

. �ð0; 0Þ ¼ 0;

. 8ðsi;ViÞ 2 C, 9!ai; Vi ¼ siðr0Þð�1Þð�=aiÞ, where � is the multiplier calculated
for the preceding optimal allocation, then �ðsi;ViÞ ¼ trðaiÞ;

. 8ðsi;ViÞ 2 <2nfC [ ð0; 0Þg; �ðsi;ViÞ ¼ M, where M is any dissuasive value.

However, in practice, a dissuasive value M would not be accepted by the
farmers, therefore the preceding taxation system may be easily replaced by
a set of contracts (V ; s; t) based on the set of points C and the origin O.

4.2. Different possible management rules

Hereafter, the ex ante water allocation rule will designate only f ðsi;SÞ ¼ 1=n,
whereas the ex post one will be defined by f ðsi;SÞ ¼ si=S. Apart from these
two rules, a mixed rule between ex ante and ex post allocation rules will be
analysed. These three allocation functions are associated with the standard
taxation function: tðsi;SÞ ¼ wf ðsi;SÞV , where w stands for a volumetric
tariff that can be chosen higher than or equal to the water production costs
w0.

4.2.1. Ex ante allocation

Each farmer knows before the beginning of the period that he will obtain a
given share of the volume that is not linked to his individual capacity to
create value from water ai. Assuming equal shares, this means that each
farmer receives V=n. So, each farmer independently maximises

�i ¼ si

�
air

�
V

n:si

�
� k

�
� w

V

n
:

If the optimal cropped area si � sm, then: vi ¼ V=ðn:siÞ ¼ gð�1Þðk=aiÞ (using
the case of a single farmer; see Appendix 1). The function gð�1Þ increases so
vi decreases in ai and hence increases in i. This implies that less skilled farmers
irrigate more per hectare and, thus, cultivate smaller areas. Besides, the
marginal values of water are different across farmers, creating a potential
for reallocation.
Obviously, the ex ante allocation makes it possible to reach the collective

optimum of created value only if farmers’ capacities are identical.

4.2.2. Ex post allocation

Here, each farmer receives a volume Vi ¼ siV=
P

si. Farmers’ choices are
interdependent and the volume per hectare is the same for all farmers:
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v� ¼ V=
P

si. The profit per individual is

�i ¼ si

�
air

�
V

S

�
� k� w

V

S

�
: ð8Þ

The assumption was made in the model that si � S. Let us define
S�i ¼ S � si. Then,

�i ¼ si air
V

S�i

�
1þ si

S�i

�
2
64

3
75� k� w

V

S�i

�
1þ si

S�i

�
8><
>:

9>=
>;
:

Using the power series expansion for �i to order one of si=S, we can obtain the
following approximation:

�i � si

�
air

�
V

S�i

�
� k� w

V

S�i

�
:

Therefore, it is possible to consider that, to an approximation of order one,
profit is a linear function of the area under crops, si=S. Let pðwÞ be the pivotal
farmer, for whom

apðwÞr

�
V

smpðwÞ

�
¼ kþ w

V

smpðwÞ
:

Then, on the one hand, the farmers j for whom

ajr

�
V

smpðwÞ

�
> kþ w

V

smpðwÞ
will maximise their cropped area. On the other hand, those for whom

air

�
V

smpðwÞ

�
< kþ w

V

smpðwÞ
will not cultivate any land.

Proposition 5. With an ex post allocation, the capable farmers—up to pivotal
farmer p(w)—cultivate all their land whereas the others do not cultivate at
all. The pivotal farmer is defined by

apðwÞr

�
V

smpðwÞ

�
¼ kþ w

V

smpðwÞ
:

When compared with the optimal allocation, there is overcropping as long as
the volumetric tariff

w < smq

�
aqr

�
V

smq

�
� k

��
V

where q is the pivotal farmer for optimal allocation.

This proposition is demonstrated in Appendix 5. Similarly, Dayton-
Johnson (2000a) shows that in an irrigation scheme where costs are shared
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equally among farmers and where water allocation is proportional to the land
owned by each farmer, only a limited number of farmers will decide to plant
and be active members of the scheme.

4.2.3. Mixed allocation between ex ante and ex post rules

Because ex post or ex ante allocation rules are more or less efficient depending
on group heterogeneity, it may be of interest to study a rule that combines
both. The mixed allocation is of the following form:

f ðsi;SÞ ¼ �
V

n
þ ð1� �Þ Vsi

S
:

The parameter � varies from zero (ex post allocation) to one (ex ante alloca-
tion). The Manager may look for the � that maximises the total value of
water.

4.3. Comparison of allocation rules with a square root form yield

function

Let us assume that rðvÞ ¼ ffiffiffi
v

p
.2 For each farmer, let ap ¼ 1=p� be the farmer’s

ability to create value from water. When � is close to zero, the group is homo-
geneous and its heterogeneity increases as the value of � increases.
Two kinds of ex post allocation rules are calculated:

. when the volumetric tariff w is zero (e.g. farmers may pay a lump sum fee for
water delivery) or is a negligible sum compared with the fixed cost per
hectare k;

. when farmers pay the volumetric tariffw that optimises the creation of value
for the whole scheme (w will depend on �).

The formulae defining water allocation rules have been calculated with
n ¼ V ¼ 1000, k ¼ 1 and sm ¼ 1.3 The degree of heterogeneity � varies
from zero to 0.3. For � ¼ 0:01, the coefficients ai vary from one to 1.07
whereas with � ¼ 0:3, the range of variation is from one to eight. An optimi-
sation algorithm permits the discovery of an optimal � for a given degree of
group heterogeneity.
Figure 2 depicts the area cultivated by each individual farmer for a given

allocation rule and for a rather homogeneous group (� ¼ 0:05). This figure
shows that there are two groups of rules.

. A group of rules where a pivot farmer defines a frontier between the farmers
who cultivate the whole arable area they own and those who cultivate
nothing. The optimal allocation belongs to this group, as do two other
rules leading to an overcropping situation, which are the two ex post
allocation rules.

2 There is no need to consider the derivative problem at zero as the presence of a cost k > 0 per

hectare implies that all calculations are made far from the origin.

3 Faysse (2001) gives the mathematical expressions of the results of the different rules studied in this

model.
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. A group of rules where every farmer cultivates a part of his arable land.
This group contains the ex ante rule and the mixture of ex ante and
ex post rules.

Figure 3 shows the profit per individual for the same degree of homogeneity
as Figure 2. The profit per individual takes into account the taxes levied and
their equal redistribution among farmers. Optimal allocation (not represented
here) allows a profit ranging from 2.3 for farmer 1 to one for the pivot farmer.
Because the ex ante and mixed allocation curves are close to each other, they
have been merged. This figure illustrates the different degrees of inequity of
the different allocation rules.
Finally, Figure 4 presents the ratio between the total created values for a

given allocation and for the optimal allocation. The created value associated
with a given rule has been represented using this ratio because the optimal
created value changes with group heterogeneity.

Figure 2. Area cultivated per farmer for � ¼ 0:05 for the various allocations. (1)

Optimal allocation; (2) ex post allocation with optimal tax; (3) ex post allocation with-
out tax; (4) mixed allocation between ex ante and ex post; (5) ex ante allocation.

Figure 3. Profit per individual (with taxes equally redistributed) for � ¼ 0:05. (a)
Ex post allocation with optimal tax; (b) ex post allocation without tax; (c) ex ante allo-
cation and mixed allocation between ex ante and ex post.
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The first result is that the ex ante rule leads to a satisfactory total created
value when the group is homogeneous, whereas the ex post rule with a low
water tariff leads to a superior created value when the group is heterogeneous.
This result has also been shown by Steiner and Walker (1992).
In fact, the ex post rules allocate more water to the most capable farmers.

Therefore, these rules can lead to a satisfactory created value when the
group is heterogeneous because they function as an indirect revelation
mechanism. Nevertheless, to give incentives to capable farmers to reveal
their abilities, the rules must reward them. This will lead to large differences
in farmers’ revenues, as a result of which these rules may be considered as
unequal. However, the ex post rule associated with a high water tariff
(optimised here for every degree of heterogeneity) proves capable of creating
a satisfactory total value and also almost Pareto-dominates all other rules
(Figure 3). The reason is that the equal redistribution of the taxes collected
gives the same results as a system where each farmer owns a part of the
collective resource and is compensated if another farmer uses his water
share.

Proposition 6. Given the theoretical setting, the choice of production function
and a distribution of heterogeneity, the following results are obtained.

. Regarding the total value created from water, the more homogeneous the
group, the closer the ex ante allocation is to the optimal allocation, whereas
the greater the group’s heterogeneity, the closer the ex post allocation is to
the optimum allocation.

. For a rather homogeneous group, the ex ante and mixed allocations are
broadly equivalent in terms of total cropped area and total created value.

. Mixed allocation allows a significant gain compared with both the ex ante rule
and the ex post rule without tax, when the group is heterogeneous.

. An ex post allocation coupled with a high water tariff can lead to a satisfac-
tory total created value, whatever the degree of heterogeneity.

Figure 4. Ratio between the created values for a given allocation and for the optimal
allocation. (a) Ex post allocation with optimal tax; (b) ex post allocation without tax;
(c) mixed allocation between ex ante and ex post; (d) ex ante allocation.
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The model could also be used to take into account other types of hetero-
geneity, affecting not the yield function but the volume per hectare, which
is the argument of the yield function. For instance, this setting could be
used to represent the heterogeneity that results from differences in water
availability as a result of canal seepage or the type of irrigation materials
that are used. If bi stands for the parameter of heterogeneity, the yield func-
tion is of the type rðbiVi=siÞ. The profit is �i ¼ si½rðbiVi=siÞ�. If the heteroge-
neity is represented by assuming that bi ¼ 1=i�, then the results obtained
with the previous coefficient � will also be valid by defining ai ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffi
bi

p
¼ i�=2.

We now turn to a field study, where we compare actual and potential
allocation rules, calculating the Nash equilibrium associated with ex post
rules.

5. Application to the El Melalsa irrigation scheme

The El Melalsa irrigation scheme is situated near the city of Kairouan, in
central Tunisia. It has been distributing water since 1992 using a pump
with a flow of 24 l/s. It irrigates a complex of 160 ha, which is divided
among 54 farmers. Crop rotation is based on the following cycle: wheat
from the beginning of November to the end of April, melons the following
year from mid-March to the end of June and afterwards a mix of pepper
and beans, cropped from the beginning of September to mid-March
(Figure 5). Two main periods during the wheat cycle are distinguished:
period 1 from the beginning of November to mid-March and period 2 from
mid-March to the end of April, i.e. when melons are also sown. The melon
is the crop that can give the best income but it is very water intensive and
sensitive to water stress. The scheme is situated in a semi-arid region, with
a rainy period during winter. The main source of heterogeneity among
farmers is significant water losses in most parts of the scheme.
Since the beginning of the scheme, a water turn has been established by the

farmers. Each farmer can irrigate as much as he wants once it is his water
turn. Hereafter, such an allocation rule is called ‘allocation with an unlimited
irrigation period’. Moreover, there is no limit put on the total area that can be
cropped by any individual. In the El Melalsa irrigation scheme, water is con-
sidered a collective good. For instance, a farmer has no recourse if the presi-
dent and the watermaster decide to grant a greater priority to another farmer
and hence to postpone his irrigation turn. In this context, farmers sowed 61 ha

Figure 5. Cultivation periods for the four main crops in El Melalsa.
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of wheat, 21 ha of beans and 27 ha of melons from September 1998 to Septem-
ber 1999. The farmers acknowledged that even if rainfall had been average,
such an aggregate tilled area would have led to a very long water turn in
March 1999 (approximately 10 days), plants would not have been irrigated
enough and, consequently, the overall area could have been assessed as
overcropped. As it happened, rainfall was below average and farmers decided
to allocate water after examining each case individually, a process that led to a
pronounced inequity in the distribution of water.
Farmers’ cropping decisions are simulated to check whether the Nash

equilibrium associated with the real allocation rule can reflect the observed
cropping pattern. Furthermore, the simulation is made when the actual rule
is replaced with an ex ante rule based on hours-per-hectare quotas and then
with an ex post rule based on controlling the length of water turns.
Ten of the 54 farmers are excluded from consideration as they have their

own wells, which are either within or in close proximity to the scheme:
these farmers do not participate in the water turn system. Therefore, we dis-
tinguish between farmers who own wells outside the scheme (type A) and
those who do not own wells at all (type B). Broadly speaking, type A farmers
give priority to cash crops outside the scheme and hence have to pay workers
if they want to sow the same crops inside the scheme. They will do so only if
water access conditions are good.
Farmers’ choices are simulated using a model of linear programming under

constraints, in a deterministic setting. Details of the simulation are given in
Appendix 6.

5.1. Simulation of different allocation rules

5.1.1. Allocation with an unlimited irrigation period

The method. The initial aggregate tilled area is divided into given allotments
for melons, pepper–beans and wheat that can be considered as being suitable
from a collective point of view. This crop distribution is introduced into a
water balance model based on a day time-step, which calculates the length
of the water turn period required to irrigate the whole area satisfactorily.
The model then calculates the real evapotranspiration values, which are
used to derive a common yield per hectare for all zones in the scheme and
for each crop. With such a rule, yields do not depend on the position of the
field inside the scheme.
Nevertheless, as a result of seepage losses, the amount of water required is

greater the further one goes from the pump. Hence, within each farmer group,
A and B, there is a subgroup whose fields are in outlying areas of the scheme,
and who decide to grow melons no longer because of prohibitive water
charges. Therefore, a seepage loss threshold can be defined, for both types
A and B, which divides each type into two subgroups: farmers of subgroups
A1 and B1 have a seepage coefficient lower than this threshold and grow
melon whereas those of subgroups A2 and B2 have coefficients greater than
the threshold and cultivate only wheat and pepper–beans. The value of such
a threshold is calculated from the values of the different crop yields.
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Then, an average farmer’s profile for each sub-type is calculated and con-
strained optimisation is performed to simulate the cropping choice of the
representative farmer (see Appendix 6). The overall cropping pattern is
then compared with the initial one. With this model, the area cropped with
wheat is actually constant, hence the only possible changes involve the distri-
bution between melon and beans. If the calculated total area under melons is
larger (smaller) than the initial assumed area, in the next step the next
assumed area under melons is increased (decreased), until convergence is
attained.

Figure 6. Simulation of different stages leading to the cropping pattern at equilibrium.

Typology consists of four groups: A owns a well outside the scheme; B does not own a
well outside the scheme; 1 grows melon; 2 does not grow melon.
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Application. The initial simulated area ismade upof 15ha ofmelons and 71.6 ha
of pepper–beans. The water turn length is hence short and the harvests are good
(step 1 of Figure 6). The thresholds are, thus, about 0.25 for type A and 0.15 for
type B. All farmers belong to either A1 or B1, and hence grow melons.
In fact, farmers always plant only one-third of their usable area with wheat

(see Appendix 6). Hence, the total possible cropping pattern always satisfies
the constraint that the sum of melon and pepper–beans areas is equal to
86.6 ha.
After some trials, convergence is attained for a total sown area of 28 ha of

melons. In Figure 6, two extreme cropping patterns and the one at conver-
gence are described. There is necessarily convergence, because it is a ‘fixed
point’ situation: an initial scenario with the whole area planted to melons
will lead to large-scale planting of pepper–beans, just as a large area under
pepper–beans at the beginning will lead to a situation with all farmers grow-
ing melons later. The only issue then is one of continuity in farmers’ strategic
choices. This continuity would be guaranteed if many different types of farm-
ers were created. With the given typology, convergence was not guaranteed.
For instance, Figure 6 shows a drastic change in the value of the threshold
between two initial cropping patterns that are similar. This is caused by the
fact that each time the simulation is made with only four average farmers
representing each of the subgroups. The shift corresponds to a change in
the optimal base for one or even two of the subgroups. It would have been
possible to obtain a more progressive convergence by defining more groups
of farmers. Besides, even if the total area under wheat is constant, the
wheat yield depends on the relative shares of melons and pepper–beans. How-
ever, this wheat yield is not represented in Figure 6 because it is not accounted
for in farmers’ cropping choices.
At convergence, the threshold is 0.45 for type A, which results in group A1

being made up of nine farmers who farm a total area of 26.8 ha. The threshold
is the same for type B. However, B1 is made up of 26 farmers representing an
aggregate area of 80.6 ha (see Table A2 in Appendix 6). Furthermore, average
type A1 owns 8 ha outside the scheme and because of labour costs, sows only
0.33 ha of melons within the scheme, i.e. 4.4 ha is given to melons for the
whole subgroup A1.
The areas simulated are similar to the real ones (Figure 7). Regarding water

stress, the survey produced an estimate of the proportion of optimal yield
actually attained equal to 0.26, compared with the 0.45 simulated. The differ-
ence can be explained by high levels of inequity in sharing water.
Farmers themselves have confirmed our results. In their opinion, farmers

close to the pump plant a considerable area and thus force other farmers to
withdraw or adopt different strategies, such as investing in a well and/or
not sowing melons.

5.1.2. Ex ante allocation

The change in farmers’ choices is simulated here in the situation where the
water turn length is fixed by allotting to each farmer a quota of hours in
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proportion to the area he owns. Thus, each farmer makes his own cropping
choices, independently of others. As a result, each farmer grows melons on
a part of his farm (Figure 7).

5.1.3. Ex post allocation based on cropped area

The setting used here is the same as the one used with the ex ante rule but here
the volume delivered during period 2 is proportional to the area devoted to
melons. We also assume that melons must receive the necessary water
volume; farmers nevertheless have the opportunity to use part of the water
allocated to them to irrigate wheat during period 2. Convergence is attained
with a threshold of 0.32 for both types, i.e. a total area of 40 ha is cropped
with melons. With the exception of a single type B farmer, the same partition
is obtained as with the ex post allocation rule with an unlimited irrigation
period.

5.2. Comparison

It appears that the ex post allocation rule based on cropped area share creates
more total value than the existing rule (Figure 7) because it makes control of
the length of water turns possible. Moreover, this ex post rule creates almost
as much value as the ex ante allocation. With reference to what has been
shown in the theoretical section, heterogeneity regarding seepage losses in
this scheme can be considered average. In addition, with the ex ante rule
and the ex post rule based on the control of water turn length, farmers of
subgroup A1 find it worth while to hire workers to sow melons inside the
scheme.

6. Conclusion

This study explores the question of what would be the best water allocation
rule when (i) farmers can choose the area they put under crops and (ii) the
Manager knows only the global distribution of farmers’ abilities to create
value from water. It is based on the assumption that the Nash equilibrium

Figure 7. For each type of farmer, (a) shows proportion of melon area to total area,
and (b) shows profit per hectare inside the scheme for different kinds of allocation.
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accurately describes the outcome of strategic interactions for a given rule, i.e.
when farmers cannot or do not change the rule. The field study conducted
in Tunisia confirms this hypothesis, which is also reported in other analyses
(e.g. Ostrom, 2000). TheManager can implement a set of contracts equivalent
to a revelation mechanism. Nevertheless, because of the need to provide
specific incentives, the Manager might not be able to pay water production
costs.
The Manager can use simpler rules. An ex ante allocation rule will be

efficient if the group is homogeneous whereas, in the other case, an ex post
allocation will create more value. However, the latter rule leads to large
differences in farmers’ profits. The best solution consists then in linking the
ex post allocation rule with a high water tariff, and ensuring that the taxes
collected are redistributed to meet equity objectives. Although being some-
what equivalent to the definition of individual shares in the resource, this
rule has the main advantage of preserving the collective status of water. Its
main drawback is the existence of important monetary transfers. To our
knowledge, there is no real-world example of such an allocation rule where
the tariff has been chosen deliberately high. However, in the future, as
water user associations become more mature, this kind of tax may be more
easily adopted.
If this rule cannot be implemented because of the monetary transfers, a

mixed solution between ex ante and ex post allocation rules may be of interest.
Hence, the ex post allocation rules sometimes lead to a satisfactory total
created value, but they almost always fail to meet standard equity objectives.
Three main reasons can nevertheless explain their substantial presence in the
field. First, the rule may have been chosen in times where there was no water
scarcity. Second, agronomic constraints sometimes prevent farmers from
growing cash crops every year; a rotation takes place among those who
take advantage of the ex post allocation rule from year to year. Third, the
rule can be profitable for some farmers who succeed in maintaining the
ex post rule. In the El Melalsa irrigation scheme, these three reasons can
together explain the existence of the ex post allocation rule.
A further development of the theoretical approach would be to use game

theory (co-operative game, bargaining) to model the outcome of negotiations
among farmers about the choice of the allocation rule, using the previous
non-co-operative game results.
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Appendix 1: Choice of a single farmer

We assume that the farmer is interested in using the entire allocated volume V0. The

farmer’s choice of what area to cultivate is the solution of the problem

Max
si

�i ¼ si

�
air

�
V0

si

�
� k

�
� w0V0 ðA1Þ

for si � sm and �i � 0.
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Because the yield function is concave,

@2�i
@s2

¼ V0

s2i
r00
�
V0

si

�
� 0

the profit function is also concave in si. Hence if � is the Lagrangian multiplier associated

with the first constraint of programme (A1), the volume per hectare chosen by the farmer at

the optimum v�i ¼ V0=si is defined by

airðv�i Þ � aiv
�
i r

0ðv�i Þ � k� � ¼ 0: ðA2Þ
Let gðuÞ ¼ rðuÞ � ur0ðuÞ. If the optimal area s�i is smaller than sm, s

�
i is given by gðv�i Þ ¼ k=ai.

Hence, as g is reversible, the solution of (A1) is

s�i ¼ min

�
sm;

V0

gð�1Þðk=aiÞ

�
: ðA3Þ

Appendix 2: The market can attain the optimum

Let there be a market for water among farmers. The farmers trade the volumes allotted to

them for the price p per unit volume and, if the initial endowment is Vi;0, the farmer’s

programme is

Max
si ;Vi

�i ¼ si

�
air

�
Vi

si

�
� k

�
� pðVi � Vi;0Þ:

for si � sm.

The first-order condition with respect to Vi yields

air
0
�
Vi

si

�
¼ p:

The first-order condition with respect to s is

@�i

@s
¼ air

�
Vi

si

�
� ai

�
Vi

si

�
r0
�
Vi

si

�
¼ kþ �i:

These equations are the same as the equations ((A6) and (A7)) that define optimal alloca-

tion (see Appendix 3). With the constraint on the total available volume of water, the

resolution is the same as the one for optimal allocation, and hence also yields the optimum

for value created from water. Moreover, the equilibrium price p is also the Lagrange multi-

plier � associated with the optimal allocation rule.

Appendix 3: Optimal allocation

The Lagrangian function of decision problem (3) is

� ¼
X

si

�
air

�
V

si

�
� k

�
þ ð�� w0ÞV � �

X
Vi �

X
�iðsi � smÞ ðA4Þ

where � is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint
P

Vi � V and ð�iÞ1� i� n

are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the n constraints si � sm. The differentiation of

the Lagrangian function with respect to the volumes Vi leads to

8i 2 I air
0
�
Vi

si

�
¼ �: ðA5Þ

This first condition equalises the marginal value of water among the farmers. Let v�i ¼ Vi=si
be the volume per hectare for farmer i in the solution of (3). Consequently,

8i 2 I v�i ¼ ðr0Þð�1Þ
�
�

ai

�
: ðA6Þ
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Because function r0 decreases, r0ð�1Þ also decreases. Therefore, v�i increases in ai and so

decreases in i. Hence, the farmers who are able to create more value obtain a larger

volume per hectare than the others. Furthermore, the differentiation of the Lagrangian

function with respect to the individual area under cultivation si gives

8i 2 I airðv�i Þ � v�i air
0ðv�i Þ ¼ aigðv�i Þ ¼ kþ �i: ðA7Þ

Therefore we can distinguish two groups of farmers: those for whom �i ¼ 0, thus si � sm
and the volume allocated per hectare by the Manager corresponds to the one that the

farmer would have chosen if he was alone; and those for whom �i > 0, thus si ¼ sm and

the volume per hectare is larger than the one the farmer would have irrigated if he was

alone.

With equation (A6), vi is increasing in a, and the function gðuÞ is increasing. Hence, with

(A7), if ai > aj then aigðv�i Þ > ajgðv�j Þ and �i > �j . Finally a1 > a2 > � � � > an yields

�1 > �2 > � � � > �n.

Suppose that farmer q is the first in the set of farmers ordered from one to n who satisfies

�q ¼ 0. Thus, aqgðv�qÞ ¼ k. Consequently, for i < q, sq ¼ sm. All farmers with a lower index

will have sown their total area. For the farmers for whom i > q, if one supposes that si > 0,

then v�i < v�q, so gðv�i Þ > gðv�qÞ, and k=ai > k=aq gives ai < aq, which is impossible. Hence

si ¼ 0 for i > q, because if farmer q does not cultivate his total area, a fortiori a farmer

with lesser technical knowledge will not do better on any part of his own area.

Finally, for all farmers with an index i lower than q, air
0ðVi=smÞ ¼ � so Vi ¼

smðr0Þð�1Þð�=aiÞ. This yields V ¼ sm
Pq

i¼ 1 ðr
0Þð�1Þð�=aiÞ, which gives an implicit function

�ðqÞ.

Appendix 4: Revelation mechanism

The proof consists simply in checking that, with the given functions fr and tr, the farmers

will announce their true coefficients of ability, whereas the pattern of areas cultivated

and volumes allocated are similar to those at the optimal allocation.

First, suppose that a farmer, having a coefficient ai, decides to announce a coefficient
~aai � aq. Then, the definition of his profit (equation (7)) is specified by using the revelation

functions as defined in equations (5) and (6). Let �ðai; ~aaiÞ be the profit of a farmer having an

ability coefficient ai and announcing ~aai:

�ðai; ~aaiÞ ¼ sm

�
air

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

~aai

��
� k

�
� sm

�
~aair

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

~aai

��
�
ð~aai

aq

r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

u

��
du

�

¼ �ðai; aiÞ þ sm

�ð~aai

ai

r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

u

��
du� ð~aai � aiÞr

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

~aai

���

¼ �ðai; aiÞ þ sm

ð~aai

ai

�
r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

u

��
� r

�
ðr0Þð�1Þ

�
�

~aai

���
du:

The function r½ðr0Þð�1Þð�=uÞ� is increasing in u, hence 8~aai, �ðai; ~aaiÞ � �ðai; aiÞ. Therefore, the
farmer achieves the best profit if he announces his true coefficient of ability ai.

In addition, the volume per hectare allocated to each farmer is v�i ¼ ðr0Þð�1Þð�=aiÞ, with
the � defined for the optimal allocation. Therefore, both the distribution of land under

crops and the distribution of water are identical to those for optimal allocation.

Appendix 5: Ex post allocation

The function

zðxÞ ¼ sm

�
axr

�
V

smx

�
� k� w

V

smx

�
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is decreasing in x. From equation (8), the pivotal farmer pðwÞ is the one for whom

�½pðwÞ� ¼ z½pðwÞ� ¼ 0. There will be overcropping if pðwÞ > q, where q is the pivotal

farmer for the optimal allocation. Hence, the overcropping situation can be defined by

zðqÞ ¼ sm

�
aqr

�
V

smq

�
� k� w

V

smq

�
> 0:

There is an overcropping situation if the tariff

w <

�
smq

�
aqr

�
V

smq

�
� k

���
V :

Appendix 6: Themodel for cropping decisions in ElMelalsa

The farmers’ choices are simulated with linear programming models in a deterministic

context. Two slightly different models were used for ex post and ex ante rules.

For the purposes of this paper, pepper followed by beans is treated as a single crop.

Because water is expensive in the remote parts of the scheme, it is assumed that a farmer

may choose not to irrigate wheat and beans as much as would be necessary. On the

contrary, he will always irrigate melons to prevent water stress to this crop.

For farmers who have access to water from outside the scheme, we assume that it is

always worth while to irrigate beans as much as is necessary, as water from private wells

costs less and, according to field observations, farmers can also decide not to irrigate

their wheat outside the scheme sufficiently because of the limited pumping capacity of wells.

The characteristics of a farmer are: the area he can cultivate inside (TAL) and outside

(TALO) the scheme, the average loss coefficient a (a ¼ 1 if there is no loss and a decreases

when losses increase), his farm labour force (LF) and a potential daily volume from a well

(Vdo) that can be used outside the scheme.

The decision variables are: areas inside the scheme sown with wheat, pepper–beans and

melons (Swhe, Spb, Smel); and the equivalent variables outside (Swheo, Spbo, Smelo); the total

volume allocated for growing wheat during periods 1 and 2 (Vwhe1, Vwhe2); the volume

allocated for pepper–beans (Vpb); the corresponding volumes outside the scheme (Vwheo1,

Vwheo2); and the possibility of hiring workers in March (Rlfma) and in June (Rlfjn).

The constraints common to both the models are

. the limit on the area that can be cultivated inside the scheme Swhe þ Spb þ Smel � TAL

and the corresponding limit outside;
. the impossibility of growing melons on a parcel inside the scheme for more than one year

out of three: Smel � TAL=3 and the same condition holding outside—because of pest

problems;
. the obligation to sow wheat at least one year out of three, both inside the scheme:

Swhe � TAL=3, and outside: Swheo � TALO=3—a widespread food safety strategy;
. the work force constraints in March and June.

When a farmer is able to choose not to apply all necessary water, we use the following

very approximate yield function:

r ¼ rm

�
1� ky

�
1� aV þ s:rain

s
P

MET

��

where r is the actual crop yield, rm is the maximal crop yield, ky the coefficient of water stress

sensibility, V the applied volume,
P

MET the total maximal evapotranspiration during the

period under consideration and s the tilled area. If P stands for the price of the crop, k the

input costs and w the water tariff, then the profit made with this crop is

� ¼ ðP:r� kÞs� wV

¼ �:sþ ða� � wÞ:V
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where

� ¼ P:rm

�
1� ky

�
1� rainP

MET

��
� k; � ¼ P:rm

kyP
MET

:

The same formula will be used for wheat, with V ¼ Vwhe1 þ Vwhe2.

Regarding melons, the water required to irrigate melons adequately is Vmel ¼
ð
P

MET � rainÞ=a, hence �mel ¼ ðPmel :rm � kÞs� w:ð
P

MET � rain=aÞ.
One has also to verify that for each period the volume of water used is lower than or equal

to the requirement when losses are taken into account:

�
P

METpb:Spb þ aVpb � rainpb

�
P

METwhe1:Swhe þ aVwhe1 � rain1

�
P

METwhe2:Swhe2 þ aVwhe2 � rain2:

8><
>:

Melons require 550m3 at the beginning of period 2 because more water is needed for

sowing. The water tariff is fixed at 0.041 Tunisian Dinars per cubic meter (DT/m3) inside

the scheme and 0.02 DT/m3 outside the scheme for those who use a well.4 Labour obtained

outside costs 5DT a day per worker. Finally, the profits earned outside the scheme are

1108DT/ha for pepper–beans and 2857DT/ha for melon. Regarding the collective

resource, the pump functions 10 hours a day from 1 September to 15 March and 20

hours a day outside the period.

In the various simulations made, wheat is never profitable so it is always sown at mini-

mum levels, i.e. an aggregate area of 43.35 ha in this case. In other words, the aggregate

areas under crops are situated on a segment Smel þ Spb ¼ 86:65 ha.

Table A1 gives the main figures used in the simulation.

Additional assumptions for unlimited water turn period rule

We use the following elements:

. the water turn is at least 1 week long;

. farmers irrigate wheat and pepper–beans up to 50 per cent of the maximum between soil

reservoir level and root reservoir level, to take into account that farmers do not irrigate

wheat and pepper–beans up to the MET;
. for a cultivated area of 130 ha the average water loss is 50 per cent, which also takes into

account periodic pump breakdowns.

Complements to ex ante rule

Let Vd ¼ 1728m3/day be the daily volume delivered by the pump. Let ndbper1 ¼ 135 and

ndbper2 ¼ 46 be the number of days within periods 1 and 2, respectively. The ex ante rule

stipulates that each farmer can irrigate up to VdðTAL=
P

TALÞ per day. Consequently, the
new constraints in period 1 are

Vwhe1 þ Vpb � Vd

TALP
TAL

:nbdper1

and outside 1900:Spbo þ Vwheo1 � Vdo:nbdper1:

8<
:

Similarly, during period 2:P
MET � rain

a
Smel þ Vwhe2 � Vd :TAL:nbdper2P

MET � rain

a
Smelo þ Vwheo2 � Vdo:TALO:nbdper2:

8>><
>>:

Here, each type of farmer decides to sow all possible crops (Figure 7).
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Complements to ex post rule according to the area cultivated

During period 2, each farmer receives a total volume V ¼ nbdper2ðSmelVd=StotmelÞ ¼ �Smel ,

where Stotmel stands for the aggregate area under melons. Hence, the equation representing

water needs during period 2 becomes 3650:Smel þ Vwhe2 � �:a:Smel .

Corresponding author: Nicolas Faysse, International Water Management Institute

(IWMI), 141 Cresswell Street, Silverton 0184, Pretoria, Private Bag X813, Silverton

0127, Pretoria, South Africa. E-mail: Nicolas.Faysse@voila.fr

Table A2. Characteristics of farmer types at convergence

Type Size Average

arable land

per farmer

in the

scheme (ha)

Total arable

land in the

scheme (ha)

Average

arable land

outside the

scheme (ha)

Labour

force

Average

losses

coefficient

Daily volume

available

outside the

scheme (m3)

A1 9 2.9 26.1 8 2.3 0.77 346

A2 3 4.8 14.4 12 2.7 0.31 346

B1 26 3.1 80.6 6 1.9 0.75 0

B2 6 1.4 8.4 0.6 2.2 0.28 0
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